Ardore
1.SPECIFICATIONS
AND
FIELDS OF EMPLOYMENT
A valuable finish of top class
interior decoration, effect FLASHPEARL. Which allows you to
obtain, with a very simple
application, a unique "brand"
result of extraordinary beauty.
ADORE is particularly suitable in
environments of modern setting
and / or neoclassical where
refined elegance is requested,
both in public places and private
homes. ADORE is washable after
about three weeks from the
application, non-flammable and
provides good water vapour
permeability.
2.COMPOSITION
Organic and Inorganic pigments,
acrylic
copolymer
emulsion,
special non-toxic additives. And
'free from harmful Substances
such as solvents and pigments
containing lead or chrome.
3.METHOD OF APPLICATION
Surface preparation
Sandpaper
and
dust
any
imperfections
with
STUCCOMURO and apply 1 coat
of UNIVERSALFISSATIVO, which
should be correctly diluted with
water at a ratio of 1:5 up to 1:10
according to the absorption of the
surface. Leave to dry for at least 4
hours and apply 1 or 2 coats of
PRIMER S of the color Z-90,
leave at least 4 to 5 hours
between
each
application.
Preperation for Mixing.
Add
70
ml.
Of
ARTHE
CONCENTRATO of the colour
chosen, mix slowely by hand all
the product and it is then ready for

use. (The mixed product has a
pot-life of about 15 days).
Application
Spread ADORE with a SPALTER
DECORA’ tool on the surface
using irregular movements like
cris crossing brush marks Wait 20
minutes and start to give the first
pressing with a stainless steal
trowel. After 10 minutes go back
over the applied surface putting
pressure on the stainless steal
trowel using the same movements
as before

pigments, acrylic copolymers in
emulsion,
special
non
non-toxic
additives, after suitable treatment
of the support
suppor with PRIMER S tint
indicated in the folder. Price
includes
materials
and
implementation, excluding the
scaffolding sqm. €
NB The above-mentioned
above
data are
susceptible of variations. Spiver Ltd. is not
responsible for any negative result
depending on the application of the product
out of the Company’s control and on the
agents unrelated to the product quality.

4.TECHNICAL DATE
SPECIFIC WEIGHT : 1,020 + / 5% kg/Lt
COLOR: Colours from the color
char.t
VISCOSITY: Thixotropic look.
YIELD: 10 m²/Lt. More or less.
APPLICATION TEMPERATURE:
between 8°Cand 30°C.
FILM ASPECT: MATT.
DILUTION: Ready to use (do not
dilute).
PACKAGING:
Lt. 2,5
polyethylene containers.
DRYING: To touch 4-5h,
completely 24-48h at 20°C.
APPLICATION: Spread with a
brush and finish with a stainless
steal trowel.
PRESERVATION: 24 months in

the intact packages, away
from temperature changes.
HS-CODE: 32149000
5.ITEM OF SPECIFICATIONS
INTERNAL USE
Decoration and protection of
interior
wall
surfaces
with
decorative effect oxide, the type
of GLOWING Spiver Ltd. , Based
on
inorganic
and
organic
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